I Am Here for You!
Have you so little faith, dear one? Do you think that we would abandon you?
You need only turn softly to the right or to the left, or above or below, and right in front of you,
there we are. All crowded around you, urging you on, healing you as we speak. Holding your
hand as we walk together through the pitfalls of lower dimensions.
You cannot see the dimensions we have holding out before you. You cannot see how broad the
horizon is, how huge the possibilities, how great the opportunities, how marvelous the beauties
of the earth that support you in every way.
Cling to the center of the earth and feel yourself grounded into the Well of Being and there shall
you know well-being, for all is being well and all Being is well.
Consider how broad the spectrum is of life upon this planet. Consider how hugely you are
embraced by all that is. Consider yourself born into a planet of grace, that affords the
opportunity to grow into wholeness of being.
You cannot imagine how far you can go, how deeply you can feel, how broadly you can see, how
marvelously you can understand.
Heal yourself first and know that in the healing you are making all things well. For that which
surrounds you is the Breath of Life.
The fire that consumes you is the passion for living. The beauty that you see is inside you.
We are fully cognizant of your importance on this planet and your service to humanity. Do not
fear to go forward with all that you know, all that you have learned, all that you have taught, all
that you have known.
Celebrate what joy there is in knowing that all is truly well, that all things come in good time,
that all the earth rejoices with humanity in its embrace.
There is no need to worry. All will come clear, all will be as you have imagined it, beautiful and
free. Vibrant, keen to live again. Rainbows fill the sky. Hope is ever present. The promise is
fulfilled.
We are with you. We have not abandoned you. We are here for you.
Understand that all is well. Be at peace. Forgive yourself. Look forward, not back. See the
promise before you. See the possibilities. Feel the strength within you, the wholeness that is
your birthright, the happiness that you must own. Stretch your imagination far and wide. See
beyond the veil into the new dimensions that are coming in.

See who you truly are. Rejoice in all the possibilities within you. Sing the earth’s praises and
make known that all are free, that the beauty of the earth is within us all, and that goodness and
beauty will shine forth and defeat the dark forces, the shadows you feel around you. The Light
is in you. Cast your light upon the shadows for they are but illusions. All shadows disappear in
the light and you are the Light. The Light is within you.
The Light is your promise. The Light is your Will to go forward. The Light is your Present
within you. Serve the Light. See the Light. Know the Light. Be the Light!
The Light everlasting is within you, it surrounds you, it is the whole of your being. Register
your strength in the Light. The Light is yours to follow. It is your strength, it is your
well-being, it is your wholeness of heart and soul.
The Light becomes you! You are the Light that shines for all the world to see. Be the Light.
Know the Light. See the Light. You are the Light!
So be it, dear one,
May peace be upon you, always in the Light.
I am Raphael. I am here for you.
So be it. Amen. Aum.
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